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The beam-beam tune shift parameter, 5, has been an 
i,mportant input in the initial design of e+e- circular colliders. 
Its use should be questioned in light of two facts. The first is the 
larrgc, and as yet unexplained, differences in the m:lximum tune 
shifts observed in various existing machines (variations from 
0.02-0.06). The second is the :cndcncy observed in n~ore 
recent designs of simultaneously specifying a large 4 and a 
(TJ/J?* ratio close to or even possibly less than 1. Experimental 
evidence suggesis that a more suitable design pararleter $ ,tQc 
amplitude disrup:ion parameter dci‘ined a~ ‘0’ = ((4x5) + ‘0 ) , 
where 9 = 47;5~rJ~* is the usual disruption parameter. This 
observation is further checked with a particle tracking 
simulation. Designs using a ‘7?’ of 0.6 - 0.8 seem appropriate. 

~NIXOIX’C“I!jU 2 . 

Machine luminosity (per bunch) has risen substantially 
since the first colliding beam experiments were pcrformcd. 
Much of this increase can he attributed to decreases in the ~‘alu~ 
of p’, the beam envclo;ic functior, al the collision point. 
JIowcver, as p’ con:inucs to dccrcnsc its value can become 
comparable to the bunch lcng~h, a,. This is particularly true in 
the vertical direction, i.c. the CRSC of flat beams, which is th? 
foiu~ of this JjaJ~r. Thcrc a:c 
rxpcrimcnt2, 

indications from theory’ , 
anLJ simulalion whish sugficst that the ratio 0,/p* 

= : his a dramatic influence or. colliding bear:1 pcrfom1ance. I:1 
p:irtisular, these autllors have found tl)at beam enlargcmcnt from 
the beam-beam interaction (BBI) as a function of current tends 
to be larger. i.e. a lesser peak \‘alue of 5, the larger the <. This 
behavior has been attributed to bean-beam driven synchro- 
hztatron resonances. As ( becomes large (i.c. > 1) 5 may no 
longer be a good design paramctcr. A new parameter useful for 
initial design purposes in this r,cw regime should bc sought out. 

Definitions 
As a particle travels through the oncoming beam it not 

only reccivcs an angular kick, but also, if it has a IIOII-zcrc 
longitudinal dis>laccmcnt, .x, from the JJ’ at the ti~ne of passage 
through the opJ)osing hunch. it \vill rcccive a net transverse 
dis~~la~cmcnt as viewed at tlic 11’ (fix. 1). 
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Figure 1: Two views of the instantaneous beam-beam kick. 

Consider only the vertic,ll direction and assume for the moment 
that the RR kick is instantaneous and is applied as the particle 
passes the longitudinal cenicr of ttie opposing bunch. In the 
linear regime, the RR1 changes the particle’s angle by Ay’/y’= 
-fljr, = -4x&,, where p; in the vertical beta function at the II’, & 
is the vertical tuncshift parameter, and fy is :he vertical focal 
Icngth of the beam-beam lens given b!, 

1 mr, -- 
fY - P,(% + qJ 

N is the number of particles in the opposing bunch. r, is the 
classical radius of the electron, :f is the relativistic factor of the 

particle, and 0, and aY are the transverse bunch sizes of the 
opposing beam at the IP (horizontal and vertical respectively). 
The change in the particle’s displacement (also viewed at the IP) 
is Ayiy = -slay = -4~{p~lp;. Here WI: have assumed the particle 
tn have an average longitudin~~l displacement CT,. (Note: Beta 
v,aries quadratically from the IP. In the above approxima i 

l4 YF2 
rhis will reduce both iiy’/y’ and Ay/y by = l/(1 + (a,/fi;) ) -, 
Since this is the same for both ratios it has been ignored.) The 
term 11~5 will be referred IO as the angular disrup:ion, al:hough 
elsewhere the angular disruption has been defmed in a slightly 
different way’, ‘9 = dr/z : 4n<<~,/p* has been cal:cd thr 
disruption; we will continue with this usage. (Z is used 
generically for either transverse dircciion.) 

Another disruption parameter can be constructed This will 
he called the amplitude disruption paramctcr and will he defined 
a s 

d I (AZ/Z)2 + (Az’/z’)2 = -lLcGgc 
‘II * is reprcscntative of the average change in a particle’s 
Ir.lctior:al arnplitudc, Jn/il, ii.5 it ~13sscs rlmmgh the. opposing 
bunch (fig. 1). In the limit of { ----> 0, 9’ - 4x<, and in the 
limi: < >> 1, ‘0’ - ‘i). Anticipating the results, if ‘LI* is a 
constant at peak colliding beam pcrformancc (i.c. indcpcndcnt 
of 0, 47c{ and CD u,oulil brh;i\~e :IS \ho~zn in Fig 2. 
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Figure 2: The beltavi,r of ‘il ililii 4JT: f(>r 3 C~~IlSt3llt ‘J’. 
Refc,rences l--3 have alrt~acl) shown the imJ~):i:~~~cc of < on 

the resulting colliding beam pcrformancc. The question now 
remains: is there evidence proving that any one of these 3 
disruption quantities is a cnitstant in storage. rings indcpcndrnt 
of < and, therefore, a us&l design tool? 

Ex1sr1hY; Eur9uhrr:Ni AI. Evlnr:hY:~ 

CESK Data 
A 3 day machine study was pcrformcd at ihc Corncl; c+c* 

storage ring CESR in an attempt to dcterminc the ,!$ value which 
would allow CESR to achicvc peak luminosity’. Four diffcrcnt 
values wcrc tried: 5.0 cm, 3.0 cm, 2.0 cm, and 1.5 cm. The 
horizontal p: was not varied, nor was the bunch length which 
remained constant at 2.2 cm Also, since CESK typically ruris 
with nonzero horizontal dispersion at the IP of approximatcl; 
0.7 m, all four test lattices were designed with horizontal q 
within the range 0.65 - 0.70 m. With each lattice an attcmJ)t 
was made to optimize the mac?line luminosity over a period of 
IO-20 hours. Optimization was based on the pc:;k lunlinosit> 
obtained without exceeding beam lifetime or detector 
background limitations. 

Results from this study showing the maximum achicvcti 
values of the 3 disruption J)aramcters arc shown in Fig. 3. Peak 
usable luminosity at the i; = 1.5 point was Jimitcd 0) 
excessively large singles rates into one of the two experimental 
detectors rather than being limited by beam lifetime as were t 
other lattices. The reason for this, given in ref. 2, was that 
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became very !arge due to the small 0; thus creating a vertical 
aperture limit near the IP. This difference in criteria may bc a 
possible explanation for the slightly lower Q* value @ i = 1.5. 

It is difficult to draw definite conclusions from such a 
limitet! set of data; however. comparison with Fig. 2 suggest 
that ‘0 ’ is the most likely candidate for being a limiting 
c0IlstiULt representative of colliding flat-beam performance. 
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Figure 3: Results from the CESR machine study 

Kcsults From Other blachincs -.I_.-- 
$, compilation hs also bcerl made of’ pe:ik R~CJC~L~II< 

puformance in various machinesb. These results arc shown in 
table 1 and are plotted in Fig. 4. Conlporison of the data is 
complicated for a numhcr of rc:ix)ns. FOI- example, operating 
conditions ar each macl+ne are differen:, and each machine 
ltrouglicrut it culliiiing hcnn! histor)’ lix ~xpzi~3ceti its 3w:1 
peculiar set of difficulties linliting its performance in one way 

or another. These have not hccn taken inio account, nor have 
other effects such as the influcncc o& f the machine tgne and 
pcrturhation #)I /Y* by the beam-heam lcny. 

Table 1 
hlachine 

CESK 

(on) 

SPEAR 0.45 
I’EI’ 0.39 
VEPP-4 0.32 
VEPP-ml (Off) 0.40 
VEPl’-2M (on) 0.625 
PETRA 0.17 
IXXIS II 0.20 
ACO 0.075 
DC1 0.035 

Wiggler on; (off) Wig+ i 

0.63 
0.63 
0.75 
0 .6 3 
0.56 
0.30 
0.3 1 
0.38 
0.52 
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Figure 4: Results from various machines. 
These differences aside, one can make the following 

observations: 1) The results stem to be separated into Iwo 
groups defined by the line at < = 0.25. The cause of this 
separation is not known, nor will any speculation be put forth. 
I: should be noted however that both the AC0 and DC1 
machines, b>th of which fall on the low < side of the line, were 

operated on the coupling resonance with approximately round 
beams and thus may not compare well with the other flat beam 
machines. 2) Within each group thcrc is a tendency for 4x5 and 
ci)* to decrease and Q to increase as c increases. Most of the 
variation in ci)* is se.en to be due to the variation of 4x5. 3) CL, 
appears to saturate at a level of = 0.3 as [ becomes large. 4) 
Two extra notes about the CESR data should he made. CESR is 
the only machine to purposely opcratc with a very large non- 
zero dispersion. This fact may make the CESR data “special” 
compared to other flat beam machines. Also, the values shown 
for CESR in Fig. 4 are higher than the equivalent points in Fig. 
3. This is because Fig. 4 represents the “best” CESR 
performance and not just the optimum after tuning for a short 
period of time as in a machine study. 

Again it is difficuit to draw conclusions from the limited 
data. As was seen in the previous studies (ref.l-3), the data does 
confirm that the 3 quantities are dependent in some way on <. 

PRELIMINARY EXPLORATIONS BY SIMLL~TION 

A simulation of the beam-beam effect in storage rings was 
used to further explore how variations of { affect colliding beam 
performance. The code used draws much of its structure from the 
skeleton of one written for strong-strong (S/S) simulation by 
Jdckson7, LINfi. Bcsidcs being modified to a weak-strong (W/S) 
version, other modifications and diagnostics have been added as 
new informa:ion cn the concct methods of simulating the BBI 
become available. hlost notably, the BB kick has hccn divided 
longitudinally into many smaller kicks in order io more closely 
mimic the actual distritHdicJ n3tlm oi rhe llsrliclc. trnjcc.:orq 
through the opposing beam Also, all beam distributions, 
synchrotron radiation. damping, and RF are done at a machine 
symmetry point ir, order to reduce spurious unphysical 
correlations. 

The transport around onz full machine turn has been divided 
up as follows. Ream initialization is done at the machine 
symmetry point 112 way through the BB kick. &The particles 
are propagated through 112 the Bl? kick. Particles are then 
transported by linear R matrix l/2 way around the machine to 
another machine symmetry point. At this point radiation 
excitation, damping and RF is applied to the particle 
coordinatss. Transport back to the IF’ is done using a “mirror 
symmetric” R matrix (i.e. in 1 -dim R, I <--> R22). Panicles arc 
propagated through I!2 the BB kick. hlitlu’ay though the BB 
kick all the bunch characteristics are calculatcd.(t This process 
bctwccn the d’s is repeated for many machine turns. Ko 
machine errors are considered; however, it has been shown that 
these have the effect of dramatically increasing the BBI induced 
beam blowup* Linear lattice coupling has also not been 
included. 

The W/S simulation is made to imitate some S/S 
characteristics by repeatedly updaGng the beam sizes used for 
the BB kick calculation to equal those of the weak beam’s. This 
is done by tracking 512 particles through a fixed strong beam 
field for a total of T/~T, turns, where I is the transverse damping 
time and To is the revolution period. During this time the 
average RMS sizes of the weak beam is computed. At the end of 
this period the “strong beam sizes” are updated with the 
computed weak beam RMS sizes. (This, of course, presupposes 
gaussian bunches, which is known to not be entirely correct 
during colliding beam conditions.) The particles are tracked for 
a total of 3-4 7, At the end of this period all backup files, 
histograms, etc. are accumulated and written to disk for latter 
analysis. 

Only symmetric colliders were considered, the reference 
machine being 5.3 GeV x 5.3 GeV. Typical transverse damping 
times for these machines are on the order of 10,000 turns. 
Because of computer limitations, damping rates used in the 
simulations were 10 times greater, i.e. = 1,000 turns. Variation 
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of the damping rates have already been shown by simulation to 
have an effect on the strength of [he RR driven r~~sonances~. In 
particular, the :argcr the damping rate the less effective a 
resonance is in enlarging the beam size. 

Picliminarv Results 

Two tune plant locations ucrc’ csplorcd. 011~’ was chosen 
IO 1~ ~PU the IIOTIII~ CESR 0pe~hg point (QX = 0.72, q = 
0.675, Q, = 0.03) in order to allow preliminary comparison to 
the ar’ailablc cxpcrinicntal data. A second low tune operati:lg 
point was chosen at the turies Q X = 0.07, Qy = 0.07, and Q, = 
(!.06. Its choice was based on the fat: that this region of the 
tune plane is rclativcly resonance free. The exact choice of the 
Iunes was made by doing a rough tune scan nrar these regions 
l~wking for a IT~~I~~IIIUI:~ in the blouLli) of the beam thus avclitiing 
major resonances. Only the fractional part of the tunes arc 
considered. 

A diffcrcnt qtimization criteria than used in the CESK 
experiment usas required with the simulation. In the CESK 
experiment, lifetimes and backgrounds u’~‘rc used as the criteria 
for limiting the current and thus the peak luminosity. Computer 
lunitations prohibited tl~terminati~)n of th;: bcnrn lifctimcs. Tl~t 
following procedure was uscti ill<tead. 12 set of conditions 
specifying some c were chc~s.~ Tl~c current u’as then raised 
cntl: both ~TTC zd ‘D sa:uratcd. I’kbtr of the s,tturattxl ‘-L)*‘. ‘L). md 

47T[ b’crsus c were then made. 
Fig. 5 shows t5c siniulnli~~~i ri*.iults .LI tlie CESK iipi’r~ri;ig 

point. As in the machine siudy cxpcrinlc:n:, i U’.LS scanr~cci 11: 
\,a:> ing 0; while holding p: := 1.1 m md 71: = 0.7 rn. Tile 
,qualitativc similarity of these sm~ulatcd carves with those of 
Fig. 2 is very app~cnt. The :csulting :‘urve.i also look similar 
Lo those seer, in the cxpcrirnrnt (fig. 3); however. tile 
simulation overestimates the values by = 3-L A large fraction 
of this different,? is prohohly due I[\ :hc diffcralt criteria used 
durir,g optiniizing (i.c saturiitiiln vs. particle loss). T:1 the 
simulation, saturatior: of 47r 5 and ‘il wi‘ur aI currents of = 2 
times higher than those rcachcd in tile expe:ime:~t. The 
simulation is alio inllcrcn:ly pr~~nc tc aLlii?ving higher fir:nl 
values since. in th: limit of :ts o\5’n :tI’I”~~xirn:itions, it is a 
perfect machine. The same can not be said for the real machine. 
A third reason fer :hc diffcrcncc is ii~l< IL: lhe higher tianlping 
rate‘s used in L+e simulation 
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Figure 5: Simulated disruption paramctcrs at the CESR 

operatirig point. 
Further simulations were done 81 the second lou tune 

operating point. After an initial run sirnil;ir to the CESR tulle 
i:oint scan (i.e. vary /3; but not /j:) which yiclLlcd plots similar 
IO Fig. 5, a more controlled set of initial conditions was 
r:ploordd Fig. 6 shows the results of such a series of runs. In 
this set of scans the initializcd tune shift parameters in each 
plane were made equal to one another by varying simultaneously 
6 with p*,. This maintains the shape of the beam “footprint” in 
the tune plane. Dispersion at :IK II’ u’;is set to ze10. Saturated 
values of 4x4 and ‘1) were then found. A further, essentially 
identical, scan WAS performed, but rather than varying the p’s, o, 

was varied. The TesuIts of this SCiIn was very similar lo that of 
Fig. 6. 

The data in Fig. 6 deviates more from Fig. 2 than do the 
data in Fig. 5. Most notable is the peculiar dip seen at 4 = 0.7. 
This is not understood at this time. It could be due to some 

complex phenomena (ref. 1 Krishnagopal and Sicniann) or 
romcthing much sirnplcr such as a large poj~u!atic)n of ;“uticle!: 
in the tails of the distribution significantly effecting the RMS 
size calculations. These Iuve not yc: hccn fully checkcti. 
flowever, as a design too] and not a cornyrehcnsive theory. the 
gross characteristics of the curves rcs?mhIe, tiiose of Fig. 2 in 
which cast q)* is still the favored choice. 
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Figure 0: Simlllatctt disruption. par,un<:t~:rs .il Iii? low tuni’ 

operatint: point. 

SuhlhIAK: 

Prcscntly a1~nilabl? 0iderii.c sJggc’its tll.it ‘il* ratlicr thatn { 
or ‘1.) is the proper choice for a l);lrarneter cszful in dcsignir:g 
future machines. The findings do not, howcvcr, prove this. 
Comparison l>ctwecn 111;my diffsrcnt ~n:~~.~hi~~cs is difficult ;it t)cst 
elld sinlulation has only hccn ahlc to give qualitative 
qrccmcnt. The results of the sirrl;ll;ition alat? lcac! one to 
believe that lhe pictilrc i.i much more complex if one 1ook.i 
cl0scr. Of course 1l10~e simulations nl;~bI hs dor.c, a mc~rc 
cornprchcnsivc tlicor) formed. a:lti many rniore contrullcrl 
experiments pcrformetl. IJntil ~hcn wr ht.l~cvc use of ‘7)’ rarhcr 
than 5 during the design ;,hase of c +,- colliders should be 
strongly consid~rcd. A variation of this has alrca:ly been 

apl)licd in a recent dcsig:l effort’ O, A Wnsc’rvaLi\‘c nurnhcr for 
T based on past machine performance is in the range 0.6 - 0.8. 
This is what one may expect of future colliders. 

Yves Baconnier first suggested to us the use of the 

disruption as a design criterion. We thank him and Werner Joho 

for many lively discussions regarding this topic. 
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